
Watts Comes Alive When ‘The People’s 
Nurse’ Philanthropist and Host Shannon 

Jackson Presents ‘Living Your Life Without 
Limits’ 2nd Street Love Celebration with 

New Wellness Box Giveaway 

 Baskin-Robbins, 1629 E. 103rd St. Los Angeles 90002 

Shannon Jackson, Covid Era ‘People’s Nurse’ and ‘Living Your Life Without Limits’ Podcast 
Host Brings Street Love to Watts through Inspirational Event with Music, Dancing, Prizes 

and Launch of New Wellness Box as Part of ‘50 Box Giveaway’ to Community – Co-Hosted 
with Entertainer Larry ‘Lala’ Lanehart and Live Performance by Rush Tha Visionary 

(LOS ANGELES:  August 7, 2020) – Podcast host of Living Your Life Without Limits (LYLWL), Shannon 
Jackson, aka ‘The People’s Nurse’ and a prominent advocate of the community, has partnered with a 
Watts local Baskin-Robbins and will be joined by entertainer Larry ‘Lala’ Lanehart, to co-host the second 
Street Love event, complete with a live performance by music artist, Rush Tha Visiionary, who will be 
premiering the new breakout video of his single, “Love and Legend.”  Other fun fare will include dancing, 
prizes, free hand sanitizers, face masks and more at the event on August 29, 12:00pm to 2:00pm:  
Baskin-Robbins, 1629 E. 103rd Street, Los Angeles, CA  90002).  Social distancing guidelines will be 
followed. 

The Street Love event is further sponsored through the generosity of MVP Law Group of Encino, a law 
firm that specializes in estate planning, bankruptcy, and personal injury under the leadership of owner, 
Maria V. Primushko, esq.  At the event Jackson will be also launching her new signature LYLWL 
Wellness Box as part of a ‘50 box giveaway’ to the first 50 attendees.  Her community promotion includes 
two free scoops of Baskin-Robbins ice cream, the venue sponsor.   

“It is my mission is to help and serve others.”  True to her motto with a focus on the welfare of the 
community, Jackson now expands her public reach with the care products found inside her Wellness Box. 
It is through Jackson’s sponsor partners that enable her good Samaritan gifting to the community with 
more wellness love.  This collective effort helps to sustain her important and ongoing philanthropic work.  
At the first Street Love event, which took place in Compton last month, she partnered with a local 7-
Eleven as co-host Lanehart further joined the consummate ‘People’s Nurse.’ 

In continuing her mission through the LYLWL Foundation, Jackson looks to reach new levels of 
community support and welcomes more sponsorship interest so she may keep doing what she does best 
– showing more community love.

Growing sponsor support allows the host to include more specialty care items inside her Wellness Box 
with the sole purpose of keeping the community healthy and thriving.  Her debut box currently includes 
this healthy offering to start:   
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For the faith-based Jackson, who is also a motivational speaker and a certified life coach with her own 
podcast, Living Your Life Without Limits, her dedicated focus continues to be on heartfelt inspirational 
leadership, mentoring and coaching.  Her timely and popular podcast, LYLWL, which launched in January 
of this year has steadily flourished with a current loyal audience following of 4,000+ globally.   
 
In every episode, Jackson reflects on real-world situations and provides actionable advice to help her 
listeners enrich their lives, as she is joined by special guests in her insightful conversations.  “My weekly 
wellness dose is here to help heal and overcome where needed,” states Jackson.  The altruist host’s 
unique and all-inclusive platform offers unlimited sharing through her engaging style – a mix of deep 
soulful insights and inspiration gained from her revered background in healthcare as fans continue to 
flock to her podcast and take from each episode what serves them individually.   
 
Also recognized as a ‘Life Coach for the Covid Era,’ Jackson is a Registered Nurse with a multi-faceted 
career in healthcare.  She thrives in helping people get past their struggles with uncertainty, loneliness, 
depression and anxiety through her widely embraced podcast; where she further talks about her return 
from a two-month ‘tour of duty’ in New York’s Covid-19 hospital wards.  There she witnessed first-hand 
the pandemic’s effect on people from all walks of life and especially how the outbreak has challenged 
people’s mental wellness. 
 
Through Jackson’s repurposed mission, from nurse to inspirational speaker, podcast host and community 
philanthropist, she turns her newly amassed platform into a devout calling to reach more people.  
 
A takeoff from her podcast, which airs weekly on Saturdays at 9:00am PST, Jackson now goes even 
further to the people of the community with her newly launched Street Love events; a monthly gathering 
complete with her Wellness Box giveaways coming to neighborhoods with more ‘give’ from the host.  
 
“Come play an active role in our events,” encourages Jackson.  “Either as an attendee benefiting from our 
donated offers, after all we do it all for you... or as a participating sponsor putting more bandwidth in our 
reach.  We look forward to turning ‘Street Love’ into a traditional event that is long embraced by 
everyone.” 
 
Up next as a follow-up to her Wellness Box, Jackson will be gifting special dinners to elderly homes and 
churches as part of a 50 dinner giveaway.  Continued sponsor donations greatly contribute in helping to 
fulfill Jackson’s mission to fund more enrichment incentives for the community.  “We thank our sponsors 
for backing our cause.  Your aid is most welcome as we owe it to the children of our community to provide 
the support they need.”  
 
Come join ‘Street Love’ on August 29th, the wellness filled event and opportunity to make a difference. 
 

 
More About Shannon Jackson  
 
For almost 30 years, Shannon Jackson, RN, PHN, CLC, BSN, MAOM**, has built her Leadership and 
Mentoring reputation on gentle and effective caring; as further reflected through her life coaching, public 
speaking, entrepreneurship, and now as host of her own motivational podcast, Living Your Life Without Limits.  
She works hard in her diverse and many roles, committing herself on a daily basis to make an essential 
difference in people's lives.  Throughout her career, she has accrued a variety of skills that empower her to 
provide healthcare well beyond the norm, setting a higher standard for those around her.  As a result of being 
a deep motivational speaker, a true thought-leader of our time focused on caregiving, that when faced with 
challenges she encounters and overcomes them head-on with vigor and ferocity.  Her philosophy and core 
values are firmly based on accountability; making herself a prime example for anyone who is looking to thrive 
in their lives.  Next to her innovative Living Your Life Without Limits podcast and public speaking events, 
Jackson also has her own store bringing message-inspired items to her loyal fans:  
https://www.livingyourlifewithoutlimits.com/shop-1. 
 
** RN (Registered Nurse), PHN (Public Health Nurse), CLC (Certified Life Coach), BSN (Bachelor of Science in 
Nursing), MAOM (Master of Arts in Organizational Management) 
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√√√     First Aid Kit 

√√√     Wellness Journal 

√√√        LYLWL Ink Pen  

√√√     Thermometer  

√√√     Blood Pressure Wristband 

 

√√√     Customized Box 

√√√     Shredded Box Filler 

√√√      LYLWL Candle 

√√√     Matches 

√√√     Blood Pressure Magnet 
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